I will look back upon the 2004-2005 school year as a pivotal time of growth and change at the University Laboratory School. As we peruse the pages of this volume of our history, we will smile to see the faces of classmates, friends and mentors, the reminders of our accomplishments, and the comparison of our old surroundings with the new surroundings in which we find ourselves today. Many thanks to the Cub staff for the time and talent each of you has committed to this commemorative work.

I would like to take this opportunity to commend our students, faculty and staff for your hard work and dedication. It is your commitment to excellence that makes the Lab School outstanding and unique.

Special congratulations are in order for the Senior Class of 2005. I am confident that the education and experiences you have received here at U-High will serve you well in life. We hope to have given you ample tools to prepare you for a future of promise. Know that you will be missed and you are always welcome to come visit us. We wish the best for your happiness and success.

I also would like to thank our students' parents. I know well the sacrifices you have made so that your children could have the opportunity to attend the University Laboratory School. Our academic, artistic, and athletic successes are also yours. Thank you for your commitment and your generous contributions, not the least of which is your time.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

R. Wade Smith, Ph.D.
Director
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In 2004-05 the elementary division of the Laboratory School became the first authorized International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program in the state of Louisiana. We could not have accomplished such a task without the dedication and support of our outstanding faculty and parent partners.

Congratulations to the Class of 2005! Seniors, we will miss all of you, especially those of you who served in the elementary classrooms and the main office this year. You have been great role models for our younger students. We hope you will continue to visit us in the future. You now have the opportunity to join and become active members of our Alumni Association.

To the Cub Staff- You have done an outstanding job of recording our memories of the 2004-2005 school year. Thank you.

GO CUBS!!!

Dorothy Runfellow
Principal, Elementary Division

"Leaving my homeland, playing a lone hand, my life begins today."
- Rush
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Kindergarten

Aden Bar
Austin Belton
Kathy Beline
Rayce Daniel
Alex D'Ivona
Patrick Dombely

John Taylor Dooley
Denean Dahome
Ashley Field
Emonne France
Elena Gomm
Mary Elizabeth Gordon

Duskell Greer
Manning Greer
Janci Gutierrez
Casey Hankton
William Harrell
Matthew Johnson

Parker Johnson
Peyton Johnson
Sean Kennedy
Lily Lofflman
Carley Loppe
Brandon Matthews

Robert McDuff
Sovt McCrorie
Gin McKey
Katy Miley
Paul Marshall
Moksha Nyst

Gabriella Nickol
Morgan Niles
Braden Nypst
Ian Nypst
Molly Patrick
Tiffany Perry

Margie Westbrook
Brina Williamson
Lee Woolhiser
Caroline Woolf

Kirby and Matthew keep time in music class.

My family portrait and!!

Where is the blue crayon?

(Above): Arts and crafts are fun!
(Below): It's easy no. 1, 2, 3!

(Above): These girls like P.E.
(Below): Studying hard in the library.

(Above): I'm thinking...oh?
(Below): Kindergarten is a whale.
First Grade

Adhia Ashaya  
Baylor Adams  
Lisa Altério  
Nigel Allen  
Abigail Barnet  
Dana Berta

Matthew Beychock  
Brennan Boukian  
Kenneth Caballero  
Christian Cawston  
Stewart Ching  
Elizabeth Daviafort

Nigel Deppinasse  
Alyssa Donnelly  
Thomas Dorren  
Emma Ely  
India Evans  
Riegun Gillings

Robert Gettys  
Rach Hamilton  
Melanie Hoban  
Gentry Horst  
Nymph Hugh  
Via Jackson

Jeremy Iton  
Rodney Johnson  
Laure Kim  
John Kurfuis  
Landen Latimore  
Tucker Loy

Robert Masioneseus  
Sarah Manecci  
Hunter McGhee  
Major Mitten  
Claire Niesha  
Spencer Nweill

Zoe Parker  
Rosanne Kerrison  
Rebecca Rumbley  
Alexandra Shea  
Caroline Smith  
Brandon Smithson

Marie Smith  
Sunny Swain  
Taylor Tickle  
Elizabeth Upp  
Ally Vickers  
Cynthia Vickers

Brennan gets help.  
Brennan keeps working hard, even on her birthday.

Marie studies hard.  
Lisa and Tiana enjoy science class.

CC leaves by the Christmas tree.  
Maja shows off his artwork.

The kids enjoy group time.
Having a friend makes school more fun.

John concentrates on building a pyramid.

Mrs. Wedenhacher teaches away!

One, two, tie your shoe!

How high can she go?

Zoe takes a break.

Jeremy is active in his school work.

Matthew in P.E.

Abigail, Nia, and Melanie think first grade is fun.

You can't stop Reagan, she's on a roll.

Mrs. Rosenthal teaches her class.

Cayla gives a sweet smile for the camera.

Lisa and Ben stack their cups.

Brennan gets his work checked.
Having a friend makes school more fun.

John concentrates on building a pyramid.

Mrs. Wedelnacher teaches away!

One, two, tie your shoe!

How high can she go?

Zoe takes a break.

Jeremy is active in his school work.

Matthew in P.E.

Abigail, Nia, and Melanie think first grade is fun.

You can't stop Reagan, she's on a roll.

Cayla gives a sweet smile for the camera.

Lisa and Beau stack their cups.

Mrs. Rosenfeld teaches her class.

Brennan gets his work checked.
Second Grade

These second graders work together.

Mary plays with the class pet.

Arna and Peyton create art!

These students are studying quietly.

Students read with Mrs. Lanste.
Second Grade

Justine Adams
Elizabeth Armstrong
Rose Artisone
Christopher Barkston
David Basile
Mary Barton

Mallory Bart
Dana Bertin
Abigail Celby
John Carter
Sophia Davis
Rebecca DiFlora

Hannah Duke
Hudson Eagan
Ethan Emery
William Fu
Mark Grevers
Sophie Grunert

Peyton Gutiérrez
Cathy Hackett
Garrett Howell
Shelby Jackson
Mekia Jenkins
Samantha Johnson

Lyle Keller
John Kennedy
Thomas Kubitz
Zoe Li
Andrew Martin
Maddie McCormack

James McGee
Madeline McKenna
Allison Meador
Kaitlin Mills
Bailey Minsky
Caroline Myatt

Brocky Nader
Harry Noell
Evan O’Hara
Margaret Ottego
Mara Padal
Hank Patrick

Sydney Sain
Joseph Samaire
Hanna Simpson
Grant Smith
Mitchell Smith
Hannah Thorson

Madison Vick
Tayha Welch
Vernon Williamson
Cameron Winston

These students are studying quietly.

Mary plays with the class pet.

Anna and Peyton create art.

These second graders work together.

Students read with Mrs. Lamonte.
Third Grade

X marks the spot.  Don't you like my pretty pirate's hat?  Yay for pirate's day!

McVea and Witt concentrate hard on their work.  Monique and Christopher search for treasure.

Choncély gives her work a thumbs up!
Third Grade

Aleksei Avwwa
Ambrose Adler
Jennifer Adams
Bianca Adkins
Anne Adams
William Adams

Brian Alad
Hadyn Adair
Cal Adkins
Conor Adams
Sean Adkins
Monique Adkins

Jack Byx
Madeline Adams
Anna Fuels
Chad Grimes
Cotland Hall
Spencer Hanso

Pamela Hanso
Chandy Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Caitlin Johnson
Blake Kryna
Monieth Kventu

Caroline Lansette
Gillian Louise
Sam Ely
Mac McCenzy
Lynzie McKeen
Andrew Miller

Kacie Mox
Kacy Moore
Mary Katherine Mox
Cole Morris
Baker Morrell
William Nichols

Morgan Wooley
Rickey Woff
Anna Wright
Nathan Yost

Weh Phillips
Keith Roberts
Christopher Kuntfellow
Haydn Scotch
Eric Smith
William Smith

Megg S Neely
William Story
Andrew Shoulf
Jared Teller
Eiley Tomony
Olivia Thomas

These boys love school.

X marks the spot.

Don’t you like my pirate’s hat?

Yay for pirate’s day!

Me and Will concentrate hard on their work.

Monique and Christopher search for treasure.

Choreo gets her work a thumbs up!
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Sam works so hard he doesn't see the camera.

Will sneaks into the picture while Cole gives his biggest smile.

Miguel and Olivia have fun in class.

Griffin loves to read.

Hey, you!

McVea is digging into a new book.

Look at Maddie's hairdo!

Nathan taps into his creativity.

What a cute smile, Kode.

Riley is working hard.

Hey, why are you looking at Cal?

Caroline is all smiles for the camera.

Chandler looks ready to learn.

This is the writing assignment that never ends.
Sam works so hard he doesn't see the camera.

Will sneaks into the picture while Cole gives his biggest smile.

Miguel and Olivia have fun in class.

Griffin loves to read.

Hey, you!

McVea is digging into a new book.

Look at Maddie's hair-do!

Nathan taps into his creativity.

What a cute smile, Kodi.

Riley is working hard.

Hey, why are you looking at, Cal?

Caroline is all smiles for the camera.

Chandler looks ready to learn.

This is the writing assignment that never ends.
Fourth Grade

Zachary Aguile
Malley Korte
Sophia Cahoon
Tran Dang
Charles Guedes
Madisin Bons

Hope Devere
Aden Eldred
Nelson Farr
Arielade Gizdroy
Charlotte Gizdroy
Briana Guzman

Alex Haskely
Kendal Bottman
Joshua Jeffries
Mary Katherine Koch
Lila Kopchon
Lauren LeBlanc

Nicole LeRoy
Abby Mattel
Lauren Martin
Isabella Martinez
Gino Mascari
Makala Matthew

Jackson McComas
Mary McComas
Joseph McComas
Kyla McComas
Lauren McComas
Kay McComas

Tyler Myers
Luke O'Quinn
Marshall Orth
Jasmin Pyle
Meghan Randles
Jaqueline Sanborn

John Michael Sansalone
Hatter Savoy
Olivia Sheppard
Annabel Simpson
Aiden Smith
Carter Stone

Jason Taylor
Jordan Thomsen
Chantel Tezak
Stephanie Vlah
Taminah Walter
Travis Wheeler

Jesica Williams
Jeffrey Whitbread
Mark Worley
Mary Wright

Jackson, John Michael, Lake and Evan love recess!

Fourth graders having fun at recess.

Joshua and Gino are good friends.

Megan, Malley, Sophie and Lauren smile in the hall.

Makala and Meghan study hard in the library.

Smile, Marshall!

Mrs. Benton's class listeners and learners.
Laughter is good for the soul.

Liam is hard at work.

Scott is writing a letter to his pet pal.

Sara is enjoying her writing assignment.

Matthew takes a glance away from his work.

Look at all girls with petkins on!

Can't take William away from his work.

Cool shades, dude!

These boys work well together.

Gabrielle flashes a smile at the camera.

Justin and Chuaarn have fun in Spanish class.

Maggie loves working on projects.

Matalin reads intently.

Hey, look at my teddy bear!
Our paths first crossed in 1997 as you entered the fifth grade. No, I did not know you at the beginning of the year, but by April as we planned your transition into the middle school, you made your presence known to me, some of you more than others. Watching you change from tentative little kids in the sixth grade to confident young adults preparing to begin your next journey has been a wonderful experience. Your paths will go in many different directions, some close to home and others far away. My wish is that our paths will cross again.

Good luck in everything you do in the future. You have many choices. Choose wisely, ask questions, and always enjoy learning.

"These changes in latitudes, changes in attitudes, nothing remains the same."

-Jimmy Buffet
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Josh Pierce  
Courtney Pinnegar  
Emily Pickett  
Christopher Rob  
Robert Ruby  
Katharine Room

Jade Sanchez  
Chris Sapersto  
Jennifer Schick  
Eva Short  
Cindy Sproston  
Kathy Smith

Rachel Thompson  
Passion Turner  
Molly Ann Wilke  
Kaitlin Will  
Taylor Wetherpoon  
Terra Wise

William Wilson  
Charlotte Wittendrisch  
Grace Anne Wolff  
Terry Wright  
Thomas Wu

Waxie lookin' at, Logan?  
Taylor pays attention in class.  
The whole class smiles!

I know I can figure this out!  
Evony enjoys fennel.

RaeCy shows how to make 'La Salade Maison.'

Logan and Brandley prepare the key ingredients.

Nichol concentrates on her cutting.  
Laura is precise on her measurements.

Olivie and Sydney cut bell peppers.

Olivie's eyes are as big as tomatoes.

Katharine and Terri show off their cooking skills.
Seventh Grade

Deyton Agnew
Ryn Agnall
Christopher Aker
Ander Alleck
Dilion Altsan
Evan Anderson

Jessica Anderson
Ailson Aaronas
Keij Armstrong
Elsbeth Bahlinger
Tori Berke
Brendan Berry

Candie Betts
Whitner Bibbina
Zachary Bevans
Alistair Bichard
Andrew Blackwood
Brady Broussard

Melissa Brown
Caroline Barks
Matthew Bostick
Kelsy Cahill
Michael Chapman
Emily Cullars

James Caster
Konan Cazay
Blake Christenon
Taylor Collins
Emily Creath
Amy Crence

Brandon Curtis
Rydin Daniel
Daniel Dossin
Cheri Eichhold
Orest Fenn
Kate Fout

Laure Furr
Elle Gale
Sterling Leach
Forrest Graham
Hodget Gourd
Rachel Haddad

Braggin Harbour
Amanda Hardy
Briana Hawkins
Wallace Howk
Blaine Hollingsworth
Mack Hunter

Kendall Jackson
Livia Jenkins
Jillie Jefferson
Mary Allision Johnson
Emily Kilpatrick
Viviana Kwist

Maggie Laffitte
Blake Lilly
Andrew Luceford
Charles Lyles
William Maier
Lindsey McCann

Kendall McCann
Nolly McElraine
Christian McKee
Amanda Milkey
Anna Mitchell
Aykne Northkawa

William Newton
Troy Otsoko
Nerind Perardin
Roland Parker
Maria Fernandez
Caroline Peterson

Hayden Randell
Brandon Rasmouse
Mylo Regan
Eiko Reeder
Cheton Seymour
Gab Sandeau
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M.S. Volleyball

Division 3: (1) Emily Cred, Annie Buckham, Jessica Anderson, Alex Fredun, Ayako Moritaka, Mrs. Henley (2) Keona James, Breanna Hawkins, Victoria Kwenta, Cooper Walckus, Tory Banks, Chandler Baisa, Elle Giglio.

Division 1: (1) Hayley Downs, Devin Bahnser, Mary Alston, Amanda Handy (2) Mary Hannah Prevost, Rachel Crocker, Hannah Smith, Whitney Bimbrets, Eric Stanley, Coach Jackson.

M.S. Basketball

Gold team: (1) Tony Banks, Amanda Handy, Devin Bahnser, Mary Allison Johnson, MyKeshia Young (2) Coach Wience, Laura Parris, Whitney Bimbrets, Robyn Daniels, Karen Schuler, Coach Johnson.

Black team: (1) Davis Wallace, Alexis Jackson, Kristen Carol, Coach Johnson (2) Victoria Hall, Anna Mitchell, Emily Calkins, Hannah Smith, Adonis Spears.

M.S. Boys' Basketball

(1) Randell Fields, Nick Williams, Nissal Peters, Wil Pope (2) Kenten Kanao, Kevin Rolla, Barrett Bailey, Austin Allri, Robert Lloyd.

M.S. Football

M.S. Baseball

(1) Alex Pietragallo, Beau Husbey, David Lamonte, Wil Pope, Michael Grace, Michael Crippen, Keota Kamo; (2) Timothy Grimes, Matt Copeskey, Michael Copeskey, Barrett Baricy, Jason Binder, Gregory Shaw, Robert Lloyd.

M.S. Softball

(1) Kathryn McKean, Kristen Carroll, Courtney Pietrogallo, Josie Blue Evans; (2) Alex Jackson, Samantha Lamore, Shelly Edwards, Alex Pendino, Kaitlyn Wall, Katie Dooley.
Middle School Choir


New Faces

Keri Bryan
Karmichael Dunbar
Mickel Dunbar
Nikolette Dunbar
Valyne Gates
Allison Mallery
Emily Malley
Benjamin Miles
Katherine Miles
Leslie Miles
Jonathan O'Keefe
Chase Smithburg
Hunter Smithburg
Lauren Thomas

Remembering Dedication

Mrs. Gruenew has served for 34 1/2 years of teaching. 9 of them at the Lab School! Mrs. Taylor has taught for 14 years; 9 of them have been here. We're going to miss these familiar faces who were so special to all of us!

National Board Certified in 2004

Amy Clark
Barbara DeCuir
Joanna Faerber
Gail Guilley
Nancy J. Jurasinski
Donna Lacombe
Candace Rebillard
Carol Young

Ellen Daugherty and Catherine Rosenfield were already certified when they joined our faculty.

[Photo of Ellen Daugherty and Catherine Rosenfield]
M.S. Art Club

1. B. Kilpatrick, N. Vin Brock, M. Peters
2. T. Tippet, I. Sherman, B. Grant, G. Shaw, K. Janes, M. Young

Bea, Peyton, and Nicky visit the IB art exhibit.

Peyton and Tiffany respond to a piece.

Bridget and MyKesha study a painting.

M.S. Student Council

1. Maggie LeBlanc, Casey Vicker, Mary Hamah Prevost, Amanda Hardy, Andrew Meng, Vicky Hawkland, Carley Wallborg, Mary Albion Johnson
2. Donald Mone, Natalee Knight

Ivy Short, Jennifer Seidel, Paxton Turner
3. Brandon Rousire, Taylor Scala, Chanel Bialos, Caroline Pescos

Kristen Carroll, Anne Victoria Taylor, Morgan Bankston, Elle Stanley, Charlotte Baker

Great costumes, girls!

LOOK, it's the three dinosaur and Kendall!

Seventh grade girls look cute in their rabbit costumes.

The Middle School Halloween dress up day is so much fun!

It's the Mario Brothers.
Youth Legislature

Of six bills presented by the Lab School, five made it through both the Senate and the House of Representatives, and four bills were signed into law. Micah Peters was elected Governor, Charlotte Baker was elected President of the Senate, and Ally Johnson was elected Speaker of the House.


Governor Micah addresses the legislature.

Making speeches is not as tough as it looks.

The group takes a quick picture before laying down the law.

Governor Micah addresses the legislature.

Science Olympiad

This year we folded a team of 11 dedicated students who met after school every Tuesday to prepare for the competition. The students built catapults, model bridges, and modified remote control cars as well as studied various areas of science. On Saturday, February 19, the ULS Middle School science team participated in the Region 2 Science Olympiad competition. The results are as follows:

First Place
Storm The Castle

Second Place
Bridge Building

Third Place
Experimental Design
Naked Egg Drop
Weight Stuff

Fourth Place
Microscopy
Reach for the Stars
Road Scholars

Anna Victoria Taylor and Sydney Davis
Sydney Davis and Anne Victoria Taylor
C.J. Bell and Anna Victoria Taylor
Kathryn West and Gerry Knopp
Kathryn West and Gerry Knopp
Betty Vinc and Casey Viears
Steven Johnson and Gerry Knopp

The Science Olympiad team involve higher level reading, writing and reasoning skills that reach far beyond the science classroom and once-a-week meetings.
Middle School Honors Day

Excellence in Academics
* Indicates Superior Achievement

Sixth Grade:
Olivia Reamer - Math 6
Natalie Bask - Math 6
Sticky Edwards - Physical Education
Josie Blair - French 6
Kymara Harris - Art 6
Gerry Knapp - Pre-Algebra, French 6
Mary Michael McKenna - Social Studies, Science
Connor Miller - Physical Education
Meredith Monk - French 6
Steve Monk - Social Studies, R/W, Pre-Algebra, Science, *French
Hayley Patrick - French 6
Katherine Ross - Math 6
Jade Sanchez - Math 6
Jennifer Selle - R/W
Ellie Short - Art 6
Benjamin Simpson - French 6
Paxton Turner - Social Studies, Pre-Algebra, Science
Terri Wright - Art 6

Seventh Grade:
Ross Aguirre - Math 7
Alison Ackerman - Math 7
Whitney Britt - Physical Education
Rubin Daniel - Social Studies, Algebra 1
Kayla Ferris - Science, Spanish, Social Studies
Laura Ferris - R/W
Breanna Hawkins - Spanish, Social Studies
Mary Allison Johnson - R/W, Science
William Major - Physical Education
Karen Schulte - Science, Algebra, Spanish
Allyson Thomas - Math 7
Carly Walsberg - R/W

Eighth Grade:
Tanya Ashby - Algebra, French 1
Jocelyn Bask - Geometry, Social Studies
Kelin Bask - Science, Social Studies, French 1, Geometry
Ally Johnson - R/W
Colin Kell - R/W
David Lamothe - Physical Education
Andrew Meng - Science, *French 1, *Geometry, *Algebra 1
Alex Pierragalla - R/W, Social Studies, French 1
Mary Hannah Price - Physical Education
Bette Vizzi - Science

Outstanding Students:
Sixth Grade: Terri Wright, Steve Monk
Seventh Grade: Carly Walsberg, Alex Welch
Eighth Grade: Eloise Stanley, Jason Bieder

Woodman of the World
Azamda Hardy

Students competing in Literary Rally
Andrew Meng - 1st place both District and State Rally in Algebra II
Alex Pierragalla - 3rd place at District Rally

Straight A's throughout Middle School
Tanya Ashby
Charlotte Baker
Morgan Bask - Ender
Jaxon Biner
Sydney Davis
Aliy Johnson

Community Service Awards
Sixth Grade:
Hayley Dube
Kaya Harris
Mérona Morris
Seventh Grade:
Chris Akers
Brandon Curvic
Kara Ferris
Laura Ferris
Victoria Kurnova
Anna Mitchell
Aubrey Spencer
Makibah Youn

Duke University Talent Identification Program
Chelsie Akers
Christian Armstrong
Taylor Cahn
Robyn Daniel
Katie Ferris
Lara Ferris
Rakhi Gaiter
Amanda Hardy
Rebecca Hawkins
Mary Allison Johnson
Emily Kilpatrick

National French Examination
Andrew Meng - 8th in Louisiana and 10th in the nation in French I

Science Olympiad
Jaxx Ashby
Sdley Davis
Sophie Johenson
Tony Moua

Intramural Science Awards
Sixth Grade:
Brenton Turner - Mathematics
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Seventh Grade:
Brenton Turner - Mathematics
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Eighth Grade:
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

National French Examination
Andrew Meng - 8th in Louisiana and 10th in the nation in French I

Science Olympiad
Jaxx Ashby
Sdley Davis
Sophie Johenson
Tony Moua

Intramural Science Awards
Sixth Grade:
Brenton Turner - Mathematics
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Seventh Grade:
Brenton Turner - Mathematics
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Eighth Grade:
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Audience Award:
Toney Ashby
Sdley Davis
Sophie Johenson
Tony Moua

Instrumental Music Awards
Sixth Grade:
Brenton Turner - Mathematics
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Seventh Grade:
Brenton Turner - Mathematics
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Eighth Grade:
Outstanding Student Award - Amy Moore

Audience Award:
Toney Ashby
Sdley Davis
Sophie Johenson
Tony Moua
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Toney Ashby
Sdley Davis
Sophie Johenson
Tony Moua

Good Citizenship Awards
Sixth Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Seventh Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Eighth Grade:

GPA 3.5 and Higher
Sixth Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Seventh Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Seventh Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Eighth Grade:
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Seventh Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Seventh Grade:
Eighth Grade:

Eighth Grade:
Above and Beyond

2004 Junior High All State Honor Choir:
David Blouin
Meredith Brownward
Daniel Brown
Melena Stange
Eric Landes
Michal Peters
Jared Richler
Amanda/Victoria Taylor
Bryan Woodridge

2004 Elementary All State Honor Choir:
Hayes Holt
Carly Despain
Anne Edwards
Colin Fenton
Braxton Coates
Edward Johnson
Ollie McGinnis
Emily McCormick
Emily Lessard
Jennifer Strand

Tim Grimes - First Chair Trombone
All Parish Middle School Honors Jazz Band

Middle School Honor Band
C.J. Pohl
Jessica Anderson
Clayton Patrick
Ashley Corwell
Dean Patton
Tim Armstrong
Chadli Descoteaux
Alyce Keating
Paige Johnson
Micheal Mann
Alex Welch

National French Exam
Andrew Meng - National Laureate
Betsy Vite - Certificate of Honor, French I
Katey Johnson - Certificate d'Honneur, French III
Alex Pietrovalo - Certificate de Réussite, French I
Tonya Aberg - Certificate de Réussite, French I
Cynthia Jones - Certificate de Réussite, French I
Clayton Patrick - Certificate de Réussite, French I
Micheal Peters - Certificate de Réussite, French I

Middle School Soccer League
All Tournament
Chris Rody
Robert Rudy
Logan Crocker
Brandon Carwick
Jeremy Krumbolt
Michael Copekey
Matt Copeland
Kens Kato - Division I Tournament MVP

Dean Patton - Superior Solo and Ensemble Festival

Zoe Li - Second grade student who won the DelBose National Piano Competition at 81 m in Level B.

“Did you ever know that you're my hero, and everything I wish I could be? I can fly higher than an eagle; you are the wind beneath my wings.” - Bette Midler
Faculty and Staff
“Cause these are the days worth living, these are the years we’re given, and these are the moments, these are the times. Let’s make the best out of our lives.” - The Calling
Amelia Means  Leigh Manuel  Annelise Martinez  Brandon Mong  Katherine Negrotto  David Phung
Jordan Bucena  John Pizer  Ben Provenza  Don Provenza  Charlie Provenza  Patrick Redmon
Ariel Roland  Jacob Roland  Laura Roland  Kandice Roth  Kristen Roth  Colton Schuster
Fiore Scales  Joyce Shin  LeAnn Smith  Alexis Thompson  Lou Tator  Sarah Velapillo
Grin Ward  Christian Verdak  Donna Winteski  Nathy Williams  Wesley Williams  Keith Wilkie

"With a great big hug, and a kiss from me to you, won’t you say you love me too?"

Just look at this face!

Nataly and David work together in art.

Peck-a-boo!

Am I supposed to smile?

Looks like David is having fun.

Connor and Taylor look for a good book in the library.

Jeremy, Shota, and Charlie smile for a picture.

Melissa and Amelia hanging out!

Allison and Laura show their peppy whites!

Mrs. Wilson helps Lou in art.
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 Clubs

“I'd like to build the world a home, and furnish it with love. Grow apple trees and honey bees and snow-white turtle doves.”
- The Newseekers
Student Council

Executive Board: Mark Macmurchy (President), Alexis Thompson (Secretary/Treasurer), Lauren Stewart (Parliamentarian), Steven Winslow (Vice President)

Art Club

Freshman and Sophomore Art Club


Art National Honor Society

(1) N. Lloyd, H. Town, A. Achberger, J. Piker, R. Moxon, A. Keyes (2) A. Burbank, M. Bennett, D. Chol, L. Miniel, S. Khoury, N. Hamble, G. Ward (3) S. Perdomo, A. Martinez, J. Crocker, K. Roth, K. Roth, L. Rolflad

Junior and Senior Art Club


Look at my pretty painting.

I think I can, I think I can.
Key Club


Collage

(1) Mrs. Richard, Shelley Williams, Ariana Tick, Catherine Caballero, Caroline Sexton, Mrs. McDonald (2) Brooke Miers, Austin Winslow, Emily Phillips, Holly Inman, Terra Curwicke, Caroline Gladney, Molly Kennedy, Harold Lehmann
Hi-Y

Quiz Bowl

Chbs: (1) Grace Wilson, Carrie Binder, Kendyl Tipton, Lauren Stewart, Crista Barish (2) Regan Klepster, Emily Moore, Julia Wurth, Jaime Glas, Billy Creed, Morgan Speck (3) Jason Chao, Luke DeLouise, Faith Peters, Steven Winslow, Danielle DuRoussain, Shelly Moore, Emily Turner (missing: Denton Faeter)

MUN Participants: (1) Shelly Moore, Grace Wilson, Carrie Binder, Kendyl Tipton, Lauren Stewart, Crista Barish (2) Jason Glas, Luke DeLouise, Emily Moore, Julia Wurth, Jaime Glas, Billy Creed, Morgan Speck (missing: Denton Faeter)

Jason and Christina rest between rounds. The team celebrates State Runner-Up!

Molly works hard. Teamwork is the key to success.

Billy concentrates on his problem. David relaxes with his music.

These girls love Model UN!

STATE RUNNER-UP!
French Club

(1) Shelley Moore, Amber Lejeune, Ally Gannmill, Faith Petters, Steven W炫耀, Amy Vohallab, Ari Knapkin, Jacob Sat, Javera Shams (2) Prentice Evans, Emily Turner, Christopher Knezev, Michael Hadad, Harold Lohmann, Chris Williams, Danielle DiRusso, Martha Thibout, Morgan Speer, William Bruce (3) Mr. Harris, Eily Creed, Kimberly Brown, Venice Johnson, Casey Killgore, Caroline Gladney, Angelica Alcock, Ashley Carver, Taylor Seals, Rebecca Wood.

The Club enjoys French food at their meeting. Brighten and Caroline are all smiles about French Club.

Spanish Club

(1) Camille Keen, Katherine Hay, Jermaine Johnson, Nicole Hardy, Jamie Gloe, Shari Ambein, Laura Roland, Sam Court, David Kilpatrick, Ben Precast, Laura Iveson (2) Alex Roland, Anne Schair, Carrie Bade, Anne Williams, Regina Alexander, Genna Calabano, Angela Banas, Malcom Broussard, Emilie Mote, Sydney Dallad, Coke Keller, Jillian Foster, latina Guillote, Mrs. Judsonwick (3) Hillary Anderson, Nadia Romero, Catherine Calabano, Brittany Brady, Emily Phillips, Issy Mapes Gentry, Alexa Edwards, Emily Lance, Tony Ross, Kristen Roth, Hope Helmersworth, Caleb Sturwett (4) Justin Crocket, Austin Wains, Morgan Esterly, Alexis Thompson, Miracle Johnson, Adam Kwame, Haley Brader, David Cho, Lee Turner.

Spanish Club officers.

Mrs. I leads the meeting.

Melissa and Laurene are all smiles.

The Spanish Club gather round for a candid shot.

Nicole and Jamie are fierce about Spanish Club.

The Spanish National Honor Society members are initiated.
Amnesty International

Abitence Club
High School Band

(1) S. Black, M. Johnson, M. Hughes, A. Thompson, S. Morikawa, A. Winslow, B. Murphrey, W. Bruce
(2) M. Bertin, C. Williams, C. Dzickeu, H. Irvin, S. Williams, T. Russ, J. Washington, A. Lee, A. Gign
Plummer, K. West, G. Neal (4) T. Hughes, R. Khoury, J. Stockinger, A. Stewart, G. Holmes, M. Hocks, J.
Stevall, B. Bourgeois, C. Thibodeaux, J. Major

We love playing at pep rallies!

William and Trevor read the program.

These boys wait patiently for their turn.

The drum corps entertains the students at a pep rally.

Breaking between songs.

The band performs at the game.

Miracle waits patiently.

Rynn, what just happened?

Billy, George and Sean take a break.

The band gets ready to play their next song.

The band follows all of Ms. West's instructions.
Choir

Concert Choir (1) Whitney Dufresne, Bacci Thorn, Gina Pentas, Regan Kleinreiter, Georgiana Calabrun, Kelsey Ward (2) Katie Shirt, Morgan Essig, Amy Vizzaliati, Catherine Edmonds, Leslie Ravaloff (3) Tepp Tjal, Janae Sue, Ruby Aguilir, Lindsey Kent, Maggie Gilmore, Kristen Patterson (4) Eric Landon, Daniel Brown, John Craig, Pierre Sedler (5) Bryan Woodbridge, David Blum

Concert Choir: (1) Whitney Dufresne, Bacci Thorn, Gina Pentas, Regan Kleinreiter, Georgiana Calabrun, Kelsey Ward; (2) Katie Shirt, Morgan Essig, Amy Vizzaliati, Catherine Edmonds, Leslie Ravaloff; (3) Tepp Tjal, Janae Sue, Ruby Aguilir, Lindsey Kent, Maggie Gilmore, Kristen Patterson; (4) Eric Landon, Daniel Brown, John Craig, Pierre Sedler; (5) Bryan Woodbridge, David Blum

(1) Naida Romano, Lauren Lamont, Emily Turner, Camille Csepel, Tyvia Edmonds, Kendyl Tye, Katherine Bay, Melissa Evesand, Jamie Gaxton, Kirby Giddens; (2) Margaret Forbes, Camille Scanlan, Sarah Rignold, Whitney Brown, Karla Patterson, Wesley Williams, Patrick Remon; (3) Keeler, Jillian Piazzar, LeAnn Smith, Arayas Ewing, Mallory Altman; (4) Shannon Kline, Shannon Letzage, Miller Daniel, Harold Lehman, Chris Thibodeaux, Alyx Gannell, Ariel Roland; (5) Darlington Munzcal, Krista Brooks

Choir: (1) Ovidia Laskri, Amber Lepage, Sydney Galland, Ashley Marshall, Taylor Seals, Yasmin Mouzaid, Whitney Brown; (2) Allison Park, Carlee Piacqua, Emily Moretti, Bucky Wood, Natalie Kolberg; (3) Courtney Carter, Hayley Boyle

Mrs. Laury talks to Choraliers about Bye Bye Birdie

Sydney, Hayes, and Ashley have fun in choir.

The Choraliers sing around the piano.

Allison and Olivia practice hard!

Taylor waits to rehearse her role.

Rayne has to think things over.
Bye Bye Birdie

"It won’t last, not at all..."

"I’ve got a lot of living to do"

Jamie, the Spanish rose.

It's telephone hour!

Shannon, cast "B" Mrs. Peterson.

These cast "A" members smile together after their last performance.

"Everything for you and me, YEAH!"

"Conrad, get on that train!"

"An English teacher, if only he'd been an English teacher"

Tommy swept the crowd off their feet.

Harvey Johnson, aka Eric.

"Mrs. Akerer, are you all right?"

"I could kill him, just kill him"

"We're going to be on Ed Sullivan"
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IB Students

IB Diploma Candidates: Ally Gutierrez, Danielle DuRousseau, Steven Winslow, Sophia Pederson, Rolly Hendricks, Ari Krapin, Faez Peter, Jacob Saia, Lauren Stewart (Missing: Mark McMurdo, Nick Brown, Amy Schwab)

Taylor and David work hard at:

Jaimie and Lou take a break in between classes.

These students in grades 10-12 take at least one IB certificate class.

Melissa and Amelia love IB!

Prestige and Jamie are all smiles.

Shota and Adam work hard on the computer.

Yearbook Staff

Camille

Kenley

Cody

Jackie

Ariel

Koht

Lauren

Crisa

Lindsey

Mrs. Young
Molly Kennedy
National Winner in Celebration of Poetry Essay and first place in Capital Area Reading Council's Young Authors Contest

Christina Welsh
Finalist in the State's Arts and Poetry Contest, one of the three in the high school division of Louisiana Writers Contest, and district winner in the Sons of the American Revolution Essay Contest

Shelly Williams
National winner in Celebration of Poetry Essay and first place in Creative Communications Essay Contest

Lauren Lobb
Louisiana Writers Contest

Crisa Barlow
Alexa Berry
Gweneth Calhoun
Alex Thompson
First place winners in the Capitol Area Reading Council's Young Author Contest

Molly Kennedy and Christina Welsh
Concordance Achievement in Latin Events

Grace Wilson
American Patriot Writing Contest third place

Rady Aguirre, David Ilmar, Daniel Brown, Eric Landry, and Bryan Wolfe
Junior High All State Honor Choir

Canille Creed, Brittany Brown, Abbie Hardy, Jamie Gaston, and Melissa Broussard
2004 Women's All State Honor Choir

Ari Krupkin
2004 High School All State Honor Choir

Jeremy Johnson
Tulane University Book Award

Mitchell Bennett
Washington University Book Award

Kathryn West
Louisiana Science Olympiad third place

Jason Krumboltz
U.S. National Chemistry Olympiad Competition for our outstanding achievement in the National River of Words Art and Poetry contest. We are proud to have these four as finalists: there are only fifty across the nation.
Honors Day
Academic Awards for Outstanding Achievement
*Indicates Superior Achievement

Ninth Grade:
- Rudy Aguilar - Computer Literacy, Spanish II
- Pursat Black - Physical Education I
- Kari Beza - Geometry
- Whitney Brunelle - World History, Spanish II, English I
- Catherine Edmonds - French I
- Monica Hughes - Physical Education I
- Katherine Humphreys - Spanish I
- Brighten Keller - Biology I, Algebra II
- Leah Kobets - Spanish I
- Eric Landry - Beginning Choir
- Sarah Moissany - Biology I, Art I
- Stuzen Morikawa - Spanish I, World History, Advanced Band
- Kristin Patterson - Spanish I
- Allison Peak - Small Vocal Ensemble
- Emile Phillips - Art I
- Kaitlin Short - World History, Inquiry I
- Caleb Stoughton - Physical Education I
- Kevin Stewart - English I, Computer Literacy
- Shelby Williams - English I, Biology I, Inquiry I
- Bryan Wooldridge - Beginning Choir

Tenth Grade:
- Kyle Adams - Art I, French II
- Haley Binder - Spanish III, Chemistry
- Hays Boyle - French II
- Courtney Courtier - Fine Enterprise
- Trevor Compton - Physical Science
- Billy Creed - Physical Education I, Health
- Caroline Gidney - Physical Education
- Jessica Harrison - Geometry
- George Holmes - Algebra II
- Brittany Johnson - Chemistry
- Katrion Johnson - Chemistry, Art I, French II, English II
- Molly Kennedy - Art I
- Ryan Klous - Advanced Band
- Andrew Lewis - French II
- James Major - Advanced Band
- Brooke Moore - English II, Art I
- Guerguina Fenta - English I, Algebra II, Inquiry II, French III, German
- Thomas Boyd - Multimedia Production
- Taylor Seals - Small Vocal Ensemble
- Chase Stusburg - Digital Graphics, Physical Science
- Timothy Toddle - Fine Enterprise
- Emily Turner - Physical Education I, Health
- Darryl Wilkins - Geometry, Inquiry II, Physical Education I, Health
- Chris Williams - Inquiry I, French III, Math Methods I B

Eleventh Grade:
- Amanda Acker - English III B, Biology I B, Art III B
- Mitchell Beach - Math Methods I B, English II B, American History I B, Art III B
- Hannah Cattley - Web Mastering
- Miller Daniel - Physical Education III

Chris DiBenedetto - Advanced Choir
Jaimie Giesz - Math Methods II B, Spanish IV B, French IV B
Matthew Guiltall - Physical Education I, II
Hope Hollingsworth - Spanish IV B, Algebra I
Jeremy Johnson - Physics I B
Camille Keane - American History
Chasey Peck - Multimedia Production
Jason Krumholtz - Biology I B, Theory of Knowledge I B, Physical
Adam Kvensa - Physical Education I B
Amelia Munn - Information Technology I B
Katherine Negrotto - Math Methods I B, Spanish IV B, Spanish III B

Charles Proenza - Art I
Paul Prevenza - English I
Ariel Rand - English I
Laura Rotan - Art I I B

Gaden Schutzen - English III, American History, Multimedia Production
LeAnn Smith - Spanish III
Alec Thompson - Spanish III
Gray Ward - American History
Christina Welch - French V B, Math Methods II B, English III B
American History I B, Theory of Knowledge I B, Physics I B

Twelfth Grade:
- Rachel Bankston - Physics
- cris Barzly - Yearbook Publications
- Carrie Binder - Physics I
- Stephanie Clark - Advanced Math
- Danielle Roosseu - Information Technology II B, World History
- Biology I I B
- Blinty Dyer - Newspaper Publications, Physical Education IV

Denton Fauber - Physical Education IV
Andrew Fasson - Physical Science
Allison Gammit - World History I B
Jamie Gaston - Advanced Choir
Lauren Guadroz - Art I V B
Daniel Hawkins - Newspaper Publications, Physical Education IV
Reilly Hendricks - English IV B, Spanish IV B
Cody Jack - Yearbook Publications

Vince Johnson - Algebra III
Katie Kelly - Art IV

Erick Knight - Algebra III
Shannon Ledge - English IV
Lauren Loeb - Art III I, English IV
Bob Lyle - English IV
Chad Moody - Advanced Math
Katie Patterson - Newspaper Publications
Sophia Perdomo - Art IV B
Lillian Piazza - Algebra III
Anna Schwab - Art IV B, English IV B, Creative Writing
Joshua Seals - Algebra I I
Lauren Stewart - Physics I B

President's Award for Academic Excellence
Carrabineer
Nicholas Criley-Brown
John Daniel
Danielle DuRoseau
Andrew Fasson
Allison Gammit
Reilly Hendricks
Mark Marmure
Anna Schwab
Lauren Seals
Martha Thibaut
Steve Vassop

Arion Music Award
National Choral Award
Haileigh Thibodeaux

Woodmen of the World Award
Mile Daniel

May 16, 2005

Community Service
Ninth Grade: Miracle Johnson - 198 Hours
Tenth Grade: Jessica Harrison - 125 Hours
Eleventh Grade: Alison Hurbau - 228 Hours
Twelfth Grade: Alyson Gammit - 118 Hours

These students were recognized by the Save the Children Foundation for raising $2,600 for the Tomato Relief Fund.

Boys and Girls State

Nick Criley-Brown, John Daniel, Mark Marmure, Danielle DuRoseau and Alyson Gammit

Outstanding Students
Ninth Grade: Whitney Dufrene and Ashton Stewart
Tenth Grade: Britney Johnson and James Major
Eleventh Grade: Christina Wein and Jeremy Johnson
Twelfth Grade: Alyson Gammit and Steven Vassop
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Literary Rally

State Winners:
John Craig, English I
- 1st place
Andrew Meng, Algebra II
- 1st place

District Rally Winners who compete in State Rally:
Mitchell Bennett - English III
- 1st place
John Craig - English I
- 2nd place
Taylor Duncan - American History
- 2nd place
Katelyn Johnson - Chemistry
Jason Krunholtz - Biology II
- 1st place
Brooke Morris - Civics
- 2nd place
Katherine Negrotto - Spanish III
- 2nd place
Amy Valoftha - Free Enterprise
- 2nd place
Christina Welsh - Advanced Math II
- 3rd place
Shelby Williams - Biology I
- 4th place

Other Notable District Performances:
Chris Williams - Civics
- 4th place
Molly Kennedy - English II
- 4th place
Melissa Broussard - English III
- 4th place
Alex Pietrogallo - French I
- 3rd place
Morgan Etienne - Spanish II
- 4th place

"We are the champions, no time for losers, 'cause we are the champions."
- Queen

Sports
Football

The Cubs are ready.
The boys line up for the play.
The Captains: Spencer, Nick, Tanner, and Andrew.

Coach talks to the Defense.
WE WON!!
Nick, Hall, and Andrew at Senior Night.
David thinks about the next play.

(Above): Great tackle!
(Below): Way to go, Kent!

Michael gets pressured.
Coach Frommyer gives Kent a.

(Above): The Cubs take the field.
(Below): Adam goes after the ball.

Michael runs the ball.
The Cubs are ready for kick-off.

The Cubs take the Knights down.
(Left): Senior banner at Senior Night.

Way to go Cubs!
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Sponsors and Trainers

Trainers: Lauren Bera, Crota Barish, and Shannon Keespeter

Amy has a tough job.

Elise and Tessie try to keep warm.

Sponsors and Trainers gather for a quick pic.

Crisa and Shannon post for YOU football.

Sponsors and Trainers.

Spirit Steppers

The girls are ready to dance at a pep rally.

These girls huddled for a cheesy group shot.

Amy’s and Caroline’s kicks are so high!

It’s a dance team Christmas Party!

Emily, Lauren, Morgan, and Natalie smile big.

Prentice, why do you look so sad? Did you forget the CD again?

Nicole, Brittany, and Kirn are looking cute in their pep outfits.

The five Sessions: Lauren, Stephanie, Prentice, Kendyl, and Amy.
Varsity Cheerleaders

1) Katie Kelly, Brittany Dyer, Rachel Barkston, Caroline Gladney, Sarah Kibbarrick, Bettina Wescott, Jaime Gia, Carly Winton, Mallory Altman, Angelle Alcock, Kristen Roth, Kendra Roth.

The girls have fun covering a Cub Craze.

Sarah, Rachel, and Kacie enjoy their last football game.

The cheerleaders get ready for the big homecoming pep rally.

Cheerleaders smile as they roll their stunt.

Dancing to the "Fro" song.

Big Sis and Little Sis have a blast at camp.

Rachel, Brittany, Katie, and Sarah on Senior Night.

J.V. Cheerleaders

1) Caroline Pizzi, Ashley Carver (2) Madeline Fahmann, Whitney Bess, Ashley Marshall, Tara Curwick (3) Brighton Keller, Madelyne Peak, Arle-Tick, Anna Cardy, Emily Lauer, Regan Kiesinger.

The Junior Varsity Cheerleaders smile at Cub Craze.

Half time at the football game.

The Junior Varsity Cheerleaders smile at Cub Craze.
Boys' Varsity Basketball

J.V. Boys' Basketball

(Above Left) The opposition huddles up before the game.
(Above Centre) The bench focuses on the game.
(Above Right) Jonathan keeps his eyes on the ball.
(Bottom Left) The team takes a quick water break.
(Bottom Centre) John keeps a close eye on his men.
(Bottom Right) Adam stays focused in the game.

Hall goes up for a rebound.

Ashton inbounds the ball.

Austen gets ready for defence.

The team discusses the next play.

Darren sets up to shoot.

Girls’ Basketball

(1) Nancy Lloyd, Denton Faerber (Captain) (2) Faith Peters (Captain), Leiah Maniel, Britney Johnson, Valencias Johnson (3) Ali Foster, Schae Black, Coach Johnson, St. Thomas, Shea Arrhen

J.V. Girls’ Basketball

(1) K. Harris, A. Hardy, N. Lloyd, D. Bohrson, N. Williams (2) S. Arrhen, F. Peters, L. Marzut, B. Johnson, V. Johnson, R. Dandel, Coach Johnson (3) J. Foster, S. Black, B. Thomas, D. Faerber

Top Left: Faith signs to George Washington.
Top Right: The team gets advice from the coach.
Bottom Right: Leiah gets ready to take a foul shot.

Nancy plays tough defense.
Robyn waits for the ref to call the foul.
Schae takes a shot at the foul line.
Amanda has played hard.
Devin takes a break.
The team looks to their coach for advice.
Swimming

The Team enjoys the fun time in Pensacola.

Ms. J loves her swim team.

Cody Giles was a strong team.

Back-to-Back State Champions

Mitchell and Reilly enjoy the State meet.

Hey, look at us!

Jamie, Sarah, and Rachel are excited about the girls' achievement.

We love the U-High swim team.

The greatest relay team for U-High for 2004.

The girls line up for a big win.

Mitchell and Jamie take their swimming seriously.

Cody talks to his coaches about his race.

I've got spirit, how 'bout you?

Taylor is happy about his 5th place.

Girls place 2nd in Pensacola.

Kris congratulates Sarah on another State Meet looked away in the record books.

Cay and David have a blast being at State.

Catch jams to his tunes while watching his teammates.

The Seniors get together for their last State group picture.
Volleyball

We won the State Runner-Up Trophy.

The girls huddle for a quick timeout.

The team sets up to play.

The cheerleaders show their support.

Aly's fans cheer for her at the game.

The Volleyball Team is state runner-up.

The girls line up before the game.

Aly serves.

Aly setting it up.

Faith goes for the spike.

(1) Kayla Harris (Manager), Ally Gattrell (Captain), Brietta Thompson, Brooke Morris, Emily Morton, Nathaly Williams (Manager), Devion Scott, Delaine DuRoussau (Captain), Faith Peerson (Captain), Valencia Johnson, Britney Johnson, Amanda Ashberger, Selena Black, Coach Johnson (1) Devin Robinson, Early Edrington, Tim Tedfle (Manager), Amber Lejeune, Jacquelyn Thompson.
Boy’s Soccer


Kent races for the ball
David looks for a pass.
John, Michael, and Trey run in for a corner.
Brandon clears the ball up field.

Trey celebrates after scoring a goal.
Beau takes time out to catch his breath.
David beats the defender.
Connor fights for a header.
Ben challenges for possession.
Brandon gets fouled off the ball.
Glenn defends the goal.
Chris gives a pep talk at halftime.
Girls’ Soccer

(1) Jordan Crouch (Captain), Sarah Roland (2) Brooke Merris, Hayley Boyle, Jaclyn Crocker (Captain), Arleen Feising, Reilly Kennedy, Crista Barish, Hillary Tancin, Agnesa Lusins, Tamara Edmonds (Captain), Ari Roland, Natalie Pedal, Ashley Tiek (3) Becca Beaton (Coach), Katie Johnson, Badi Ghozzi (Assistant Coach), Courtney Carter, Natalie Kebetz, Martha Thrubut, Rachel Crocker

Above: Tessa clears the ball out. Below: Reilly taking a fall!

Above: Natalie fights to get the ball. Below: Rachael takes a move.

Above: The captains pose before the game. Below: Jaclyn takes a header while7 playing.

Above: Ashley moves the ball up field. Below: The team goes off before the CHSFC game.

Above: Rachael takes the ball away. Brooke hustles to seal the ball.

Katie kicks the ball out of the back. Hillary dribbles to beat the defender.

The team celebrates a victory!
Girls’ Tennis

Third in State!

Boys’ Tennis

(1) Amy Anderson, CoCo Keller, Fairly Edrington, Lori Barnett (2) Kristen Grifasi, Natalie Patrick, Jordan Donnelly, Kate Johnson, Caroline Burke, Rebecca Stewart

(1) Trevor Hill, Alan Jenkins, Tyler Wilson, Christian Radovich (2) Lou Tureo, Bryan Wollridge, Chris Difrancesco, Eric Landry, Hunter Odom
Girls' Golf

Congratulations on the State Championship!

Mary McEoin is congratulated on winning first place.

Lindsey and Carrie wave their last goodbye on the golf course.

The girls celebrate after winning the Baton Rouge Metro Championship.

Sometimes you just need a cool yearbook!

Boys' Golf

Will McKay, Connor Johnson, Charles Gladney, Will Wilson (2) Michael Main, Andrew Lewis, Nick Salton (Captains), Coach Henslee, Ben Ortego, Darren Rahnoses, Town Ortego, Matt Bennett, Louis Kobez

Darren smiles at his good shot.

What! What a swing!

Nick puts for Birdie.

Congratulations, guys! Fourth Place!

The boys relax on the hill following the State Tournament.
Cross Country

Captains: Ben Provenza, Deron Faerber, Daniel Hawkes

Track and Field

Sarah places 3rd at State with a personal best record.

Riley and Maggie are excited about District.

Couch is proud of Cody getting his best time at District.

Run, Daniel, run!

Kent takes a break after finishing as State Runner Up.

Tim runs as fast as lightning.

Fall takes the lead for the team.

Angeline and Natalie support their teammates.

Sarah tells Ms. Scotts how much we appreciate her always supporting us.

We are a team together.

The girl’s cross country team takes a break for a quick picture.

Ben and David are ready to go!

Run, Daniel run!!

Looks like Camille’s winning!!!

The girls huddle before the race.

What loving teammates!
Baseball

Bret takes his stance.  The JV breaks.  Matt takes a good lead.

Brandon throws his pitch; Mark anticipates the hit.  The Cubs’ dugout support their team.

The Cubs rest up in the dugout.  Christian swings away.  Glenn behind the plate.

Mike pitched a strike.  Brandon brings the heat.

The boys huddle between innings.  The Cubs rally.

Glenn waits for his pitch.
Girls' Softball

(1) Asst. Coach Katie Hall, Christina Bouque, Sarah Roland, Morgan Speer (2) Hayes Boyles, Courtney Chappells, Laura Roland, Ally Garnett, Amber LeJuree, Crista Barnes (3) Shellee Moore, Shea Amrhein, Coach Shelly Costello (4) Koning

photos: Bri Thomas, Venice Johnson, Mykesha Young

Shea and Venice smile in the dugout

Ally and Sarah, how cute!

Laura receives "Most Improved" from Coach Shelly.

The Seniors pose with Coach Shelly at the banquet.

The team piles in for a road trip.
Sports Records

Football
James Fiker - Academic All-State
Chad Moody - Academic All-State, All-Metro

Baseball
Troy Freiberg - Academic All-State
Jacob Vito - Academic All-State
Chase Smith - Academic All-State

Soccer
Chris Mitchell - District Coach of the Year, All-Metro Coach of the Year
Connor Brooks - Second Team All-District
Kent Deibel - Second Team All-District
Troy Freiberg - First Team All-District
Regan Garon - Second Team All-District
Michael Gove - First Team All-District, Offense MVP,
First Team All-State
Brandon Muen - First Team All-District, Defensive MVP,
First Team All-Metro

Swimming
Girls - State Champions
Kylie Adamek - First Team All-Metro
Rachel Baniston - All-Academic
Mishell Bennett - Second Team All-Metro
Taylor Carver - First Team All-State
Lexie Crockett - First Team All-Metro
Brittany Dyer - All-Academic
Jamie Gaston - All-Academic
Reilly Headricks - All-Academic
Cody Jack - First Team All-Metro
Sarah Kilpatrick - All-Academic
Kace Patterson - First Team All-Metro
Kristen Patterson - Second Team All-Metro, All-Academic
Allison Peak - First Team All-Metro
Lou Tirone - Second Team All-Metro

Volleyball
Danielle DaRousseau - All-State
Ally Gammill - All-State, Honorable Mention All-Metro
Brittany Johnson - All-Metro
Faith Peters - All-State, All-Metro

Golf
Girls - State Champions, Metro League Title winners
Mary Michael Burns - Individual Medalist honors
Elizabeth Duncan - Fairhope State Championship
Katherine Hey - Third in State Championship

Track
Kent Deibel - Second in State 100 Hurdles
Sarah Roland - Third in State Pole Vault

Scholarships
Kate Patterson - received a swimming and academic scholarship
Orchids Baptist University in Arkadelphia, Arkansas
Faith Peters - received a basketball scholarship to George Washington University in Washington D.C.

“Well, there’s a feeling in the air just like a Friday afternoon. Yeah, you can go there if you want, though it fades too soon.” - Better Than Ezra
Parent Appreciation

Hannah, Melissa and Mrs. Broussard are serving up appreciation.

Dr. and Mrs. Gaston support their daughter Jamie at senior night.

Coach Brady and his daughter Brittany.

Go, Cubs, Go!

Teacher appreciation month: the best.

Mrs. Harkness, Mrs. Buiks, and Mrs. Kelly smile at a football game.

Parent Appreciation

Pep Rallies

Half the challenge is making the difficult look easy.

Kristen goes for black and GOLD!

Lauren leads the dance team in some real choreography!

The seventh grade boys are ready for the fun to begin.

The sixth grade girls smile for a picture.

The dance team shows their spirit.

The cheerleaders help the football players get dressed up!

The Little Fellers have a great time dancing with the dance team.

The cheerleaders line up ready to cheer!

Nancy and Shen are pumped up about girls' basketball.

Cub fans in the stands!

Mrs. Wilmot and her class cheer.
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Homecoming Court 2004

Amicie Town is crowned 2004-2005 Homecoming Queen by 2003-2004 Queen Kaye Hatchens.

Stephanie Clark
Senior Maid

Grace Wilson
Senior Maid

Amy Anderson
Senior Maid

Ariel Roland
Junior Maid

Ashley Carver
Sophomore Maid

Anna Gandy
Freshman Maid
Homecoming

Marilyn Monroe and her fan club: Angelie, Conner, and Caroline.

Flintstones, meet the Flintstones!

Dance Away!

Brandon and Brittany get close.

Matt and Sydney, how cute!

These Juniors are having a great time!

Space up your life!

Olivia and Allison, say cheese!

The class of 2005 tries to turn back time.

Shota and Lauren are all smiles.

Freshmen have a blast at their first homecoming!

Alexis and Pierre take a time out from dancing.

Sarah and David, one for the family album.

Dance Team smiles for a group picture!

Daniel and his sophomore!
Sadie Hawkins Fair

Ashley and Morgan support the French Club.

Taybr and his two new wives.

"Senior guys for sale!"

Key Club does the limbo in this hat.

Morgan having fun at Sadie Hawkins.

Caught by Connor!

Caroline and Taylor getitched.

Rob and Spencer sick together.

Hey, batter batter, batter!

Caroline dials up Haley.

Give up a ticket and take a whack!

Myство дает урок еды.

The big theme for 204?

Cody and Jim are Dutch cowboys.

Angelica crosses the line.

Mr. Harris sees the French Club booth.
Sadie Hawkins

Freshmen are all smiles at their first dance.

Senior girls Rope em' and Ride em'.

It's a twin thing!

There's a new sheriff in town.

The Pattersons have a great time.

The Three Musketeers: Zach, Mitch, and Tyler.

Mallory and Nicole "Toughen up!"

Daniel and Lauren enjoy their last Sadie.

Volleyball girls pose for a picture.

Party up, Class of '05!

Sophomores having a great time.

Juniors are having a blast!

Cody and Ariel are so cute!

The dangerous Browas.

Hillary and Caroline having a good time.

Should've Been a Cowboy
Winter Formal Court

Junior Court Members
Chris DeBenedetto, Shea Amundson
And Follan; Charlie Prevost

Sophomore Court Members
John Galvin, Sydney Galland
Caroline Frazzle, Taylor Schneider

Freshman Court Members
Steven Wier, Brighten Kacher
Sasako Morikawa, Christian Radakovich

Top Hats and Tails

Winter Formal Court
2004-2005

Emma Dry, Nigel Allen
Winter Formal

Natalie and Tim
look smazy in green.

Smile, ladies!

Troy and Georgina enjoy their first Winter Formal.

Hats off for the class of ’05.

The cheerleaders line up for their last group picture.

The Johnson sisters smile for the camera.

Monica and Tom take a break from dancing.

Don’t these ladies look fabulous?

Top Hats and Tails

Rajigh, Malorie, Reilly, and Kristin gather on the dance floor.

Charlie, Glenn, Troy, Luke, and Naak are looking sharp.

Looks like they’re ready to party!

Ashley and Emily are all smiles.

Daniel and Melissa are having a blast.

Lauren, Camille, and Sireh say cheese.

Jaclyn and Karl get close.
Spirit Dress-up Days

Juniors look good in their swimwear!

Fairley, Liz, and B.J. play ball.

Anne represents the Freshman class.

These sophomores take a little break from the fun.

Freshmen support their team.

Where's the ball going?

Lauren and Shula show their spirit.

"What? I always dress like this!"

Emily, Morgan, and Emily are looking cute.

Is it tacky day?

Lauren and Rachel are stylin!

Nadia and Sophia look great.

Juniors pay attention to the game.

Way to go, Glenn!

Dance Dance Revolution!

Freshmen pump themselves up for the Dance off.

Juniors get ready to be crabs.

Ben fights for the junior crabs.

Sponsors judge the contests.

Species: Vikings
Diagnosis: Energized
Authorized by: Eli D.
Holiday Dress-Up Days

A Walk on the Red Carpet

And the winner is...

Look how beautiful Riley is!

I'm Ron Burgandy?

Brittany and Kendyl show off their costumes.

Lauren's Chiguus Basara.

Freshman girls dress up!

Smith Moving Co. are ready for the move.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Daniel swept Brittany off her feet.

These guys are touched by their first prom.

The Bunny Hop!

Ben steals David's sister away.

Crista and Laura are all smiles.

Senior girls stick together at their last dance.

Senior studs with Mr. Rusciano one last time!

Adam, Kent, Brandon, and Grant lookin' good in their formal wear.
Prom 2005

The Seniors say goodbye with Prom 2005!

Junior girls are having fun at their first prom.

Daniel and Prentice, what a cute couple.

Dancing the night away!

Lauren, Lauren, and Carrie enjoy their last prom.

Lauren and Rachel have were Prom Royalty. Everyone loved it.

"Hope you had the time of your life...."
Green Day
Rachel Elizabeth Mison

Charles Armstrong Moody III

Katie Elizabeth Patience

James Franklin Piker

Nadia Grisbriea Romero

Nicholas Michael Saban

Lina Sophia Perdomo

Faith Andrea Peters

Lillian Marie Piazza

Jared Samuel Saia

Anni Elizabeth Schwab

Audrey Mastaene Swantberg
Senior Specials

Ally Gammill and Taylor Carver

Katie Patterson and Daniel Hawkes

Danielle DuRousseau and Nick Brown

Anna Schwab and Mark Maemurdo

Faith Peters and Rob Lykes

2005
Senior Superlatives

Best Dressed
Glenn Smith and Haleigh Thibodeaux

Most Likely to Succeed
Ari Krupkin and Danielle DeRoussseau

Most Creative
James Piker and Anna Schwab

Best Smile
Charlie Cangelosi and Grace Wilson

Senior Crawfish Boil

Cody, don't your roomies tell you not to play with your food?

Andrew and Sophia, can you take the spice?

Venice, Kendyl, and Brittany digin'

Wade, Lauren, and Shannon chill out and chew down!

The Seniors make sure to keep the crawfish boil a social event.

Lillias and Tassie enjoy their crawfish!
Senior Retreat

Tanner helps Rachel in a group activity.

Cody helps Dr. Smith and Mr. Altezan with the burgers.

What are you looking at, Benny?

Teamwork is needed to get balanced out.

Guess who won?
The boys beat out the girls.

Lauren, Kendyl, Alina, and Carrie smile for a group shot.
The seniors work together.
Senior

Crista Driscoll, of Moline and her beloved cat, has received the President's Award for Outstanding Service to the College. She has been an active member of the Student Senate and has volunteered countless hours in the community. Her dedication and commitment to her peers and the college are truly impressive.

Katie Fassler, a respected member of the volleyball team, has been elected captain for the upcoming season. Her leadership and athletic能力 will surely lead the team to great success.

Anne L. Johnson, who has been a member of the tennis team for four years, has been selected as the Most Improved Player of the Year. Her hard work and dedication have not gone unnoticed.

Senior Wills

Daniel Brown, of North Carolina, has decided to pursue a career in medicine. His passion for helping others and his strong work ethic make him a valuable asset to the medical field.

Lauren Black, of Chicago, has been awarded a scholarship to study abroad in Italy. Her love for Italian culture and language has driven her to pursue this opportunity.

Go, Cubs!
Baccalaureate

Senator Sharon Weston Boome delivered the Baccalaureate Address.

The junior classrooms decorated the auditorium.

Getting ready for graduation is always exciting - is my tassel on the right or left? Will my cap fall off?

We think we're ready! Let's go!

It's time to be recognized by name...

One last chance to sit in the Senior Section!

Senior Singers perform "You Lift Me Up."

One last time for "Friends."

Individual awards and diplomas are always "picture-perfect" moments.

Special Recognition:
- Lauren Stewart, Martha Tribout - Valedictorians
- Danielle Daffronceus, Aly Gammill - Salutatorians
- Anna Schwab - Mary Harris English Award
- Andrew Faison - LaSalle Social Studies Award
- Elise Trappel - Richard Crawford Math Award
- Martha Tribout - Science Award
- Steven Winlow - Intz C. Estes French Award
- Bill Hendricks - Don O'Keefe Spanish Award
- Sophia Perdomo - Director's Award and Art Award
- Robert Lykes - Tony Furinta Scholarship
- Jacob Sun - Brad Belen Memorial Scholarship
- Brittany Dyer - Leonard L. Kilgore Memorial Scholarship
- Ari Knupfer - Choral Music Award

There are the moments we will always remember - and we've had "the time of our life". Thanks, U-High!

John Daniel and Danielle Daffronceus - American Legion Award
Always Dress for Success!

Congratulations Ari, Tessie, and Lillian
and the Class of 2005!

My son, forget not my teachings. keep in mind my commands;
For many days, and years of life, and peace, will they bring you.. (Proverbs 1:2)
Chad, We are so proud of you Love, Dad, Mom, and Abby

Congratulations! You did it! We are all so proud of you! We love you. Ray-Ray!
Mom, Dad, Jon, Adam, and Jon Pat
"Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting. So...get on your way" – Dr. Seuss

We Love Ya’ll!
Your Moms and Dads
Lauren, we are so proud of you. Your wings are ready for flight. Enjoy, have fun, and be safe. Your future awaits you. Love, Mom, Dad, Jacob, and Lollie.

To Erin Michelle Knight
With all our love from your parents & brother

Graduation is a time
For feeling very proud,
For thinking lots of lovely thoughts
And saying them out loud.
It's a time for feeling love
About to overflow,
And just before it leaps its banks,
To let the loved one know.
And so we're very proud of you
For being who you are,
For making something of yourself,
For making it this far.
We're proud because we are a part
Of everything you do.
This time it's the time to say how much
Love we have for you.

(Adapted from a poem)

We sincerely appreciate the faculty & staff of the University Laboratory School for opening your doors and hearts to Erin.
Tim, Chris & Sam Knight

Amy, Stephanie, Prentice, Lauren & Kendyl Dance Team 2001-2005
We Love You!!!
Your Mothers.
Karen, Kathy, Lissie & Patti
"I thank my God everytime I remember you." - Philippians 1:3

Congratulations, Cristal!

We are so proud of you and excited for you as you journey into the best years of your life. We love you, Mom, Dad, and Courtney.
Congratulations Five! We are proud of you! Mom and DEDE

We are so proud of you! We will miss you "Punkin"!
Love you Mom, Dad, and Chase
Cody,
We are so proud of your accomplishments through the years. We hope all of your dreams for your future come true! Always remember your family loves you so much!

Love, Mom, Grandad, Daddy Tom, Travis, Sarah, Jay & Duke

Congratulations, John!
Love from Mom, Dad, and Mary Rose

We love you, Trey, and we are proud of all you have accomplished at UHS.
Dad, Mom, and Ashley

Congratulations, Daniel Hawkes.
Third Generation Cub Grad—Mom c/o ’68, Granddad c/o ’42.
We love you very much!
Love, Dad, Mom, and Alicia

Southside congratulations to Kristin Denise Curvicci on her graduation from U. High and acceptance to Ole Miss.
Love, Mom

Congratulations, CarriE.
May your future be filled with happiness.
We are so proud of you!
Much love always,
Mom, Dad, Haley & Jason

Congratulations, Jamie!
You have done a wonderful job for thirteen years. We are proud of you and love you.
Mom, Dad, Rodey & Reb!

Congratulations, Hall!

Kendyl!
Congratulations to our Beautiful Daughter, Sister and Wonderful Friend!
We Love and Believe in You!
Mom, Dad, and Michael

Congratulations, Glenn!
We are so proud of you and wish you the best of luck always.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Sarah Margaret and Grant

13-Year Seniors

The Class of 2005
After an entire year of hard work, computer meltdowns, lost pages, and the move, we did it! All 200 pages are done. We would like to thank the entire yearbook class for their hard work and dedication. Cody, we would have been lost without you and your camera. Yearbook 1, y'all were awesome and we wish you the best of luck next year with the book. We would also like to thank Mrs. Young and Mrs. McGehee; there wouldn't be *The Cub* without you. Y'all pulled the whole book together and kept everyone working hard till we finished. Thank you for all the support; it's been a great experience and a lot of fun.

*Kendyl and Crista*